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COVID-19 put the world in a unique position, forcing consumers to change their daily habits and businesses 
to prioritise innovation to remain competitive. Brands are changing the way they communicate with 
consumers, and in some cases revolutionising the products they offer. 

In 2020, significant business transformations introduced new consumers to technologies like digital 
services, online financial payments and e-commerce. The stay-at-home order, imposed in many countries, 
made these services more essential, encouraging reluctant or less tech-savvy consumers to try them. This 
willingness to use digital products and increased service availability has accelerated global adoption. 

Compared to more developed markets, consumers in emerging markets lag both in technology adoption 
and availability of services because they lack familiarity and trust. In addition to limited access to the 
internet, consumers tend to be more reluctant to make purchases online as they are unsure of how their 
personal information will be used and stored. 

As a result of the pandemic, consumer online habits increased in both emerging and developed markets. 
This white paper examines how the pandemic impacted the availability and use of online products and 
services, as well as successful business innovation and adaption case studies in emerging markets. 

Introduction
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Internet Accessibility Across 
Developed and Emerging Markets 

In developed countries like Canada and Germany, access to the internet is available to more than 90% 
of the population. For countries like India and Indonesia, less than 50% have the potential to access the 
internet, which has brought a slower adoption of digital products when pushing for digital transformation 
during the pandemic. 

% of Households with Access to the Internet

Source: Euromonitor International 

As emerging economies continue to develop, internet access increases. For example, Vietnam and 
Indonesia experienced a 49 and 32% increase, respectively, in households with access to the internet in 
2014–2019.  
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In addition to economic development, the growing access to smartphones and the gradual shift in 
consumer demographics increases internet access. Smartphone ownership has spiked significantly in the 
past five years. With a demographic shift to more millennials and younger generations, consumers are 
utilising online technology from an earlier age. 

Younger generations are highly attached to and dependent on their online devices. In both emerging and 
developed markets, the growing purchasing power and decision-making influence by millennials will 
remain an important catalyst for digital transformation and adoption in the global market. 

In 2020, new consumers across all generations began to use the internet for activities such as digital 
services, e-commerce and online financial services. Although these services will likely become less crucial 
as countries ease COVID-19 restrictions, these consumer habits are likely to prevail. Digital services will 
continue to impact consumers’ daily lives. 
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In recent years, digital platforms have thrived the growing range of digitial services that include, but 
are not excluded to, streaming services, online classes, communication platforms and videogames. In 
countries such as Brazil, Colombia and India, the consumer expenditure in digital streaming services  
grew over 18% each year during the 2016–2019 period.

During the first trimester of 2020, Netflix acquired almost 16 million new users, achieving more than 
double the revenue in 2019. The streaming platform saw its greatest growth in those regions with a high 
prevalence of emerging markets, such as Asia Pacific and Latin America, with 63% and 25% more new 
subscribers than 2019, respectively.

Successful global competitors, such as Netflix and Spotify, have familiarised consumers on the 
subscription-based model, creating opportunities for local businesses in emerging markets. Alternative 
subscription-based players can offer fitness programmes and educational classes to their consumers with 
high growth potential. 

In addition to leisure, the need to communicate and engage for work boosted downloads in 
communication platforms. Zoom was the most downloaded non-game app worldwide in April 2020, with 
close to 131 million installs, and India accounting for 18% of downloads. 

The pandemic prompted an environment in which brands can compete for the growing segment of 
consumers in emerging markets that are now willing to increase their usage of digital services. 

Improving the online platform with innovative 
features is the key to success
While many businesses successfully adapted to the pandemic by offering consumers new ways to stay 
busy and productive at home, the attitudes driving changes in consumer behaviour will remain prevalent 
according to Euromonitor’s Voice of the Industry Survey. More specifically, 44% of respondents in 
emerging markets claimed that consumers will permanently spend more time at home.

Digital Services
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Anticipated Changes to Consumer Social and Community Behaviour, April 2020 in Emerging Markets

Source: Euromonitor International COVID-19 Voice of the Industry Survey, April 2020
Q: How do you think consumers will change their social and community-related behaviors as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic?
N=782
Countries included: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, India, Mexico, Peru, Poloand, Vietnam

As consumers’ daily activities continue to be impacted by lockdown restrictions or health concerns for 
longer than many expected, the demand for alternative ways to work, study and have fun without human 
interaction increases. This motivates growth in the demand for new features in existing platforms and 
new competitors to provide an improved online experience. 

Companies in both emerging and developed markets implement similar strategies with digital services to 
enhance the user experience. 

Face-to-face-like interactions
Online communication platforms introduced and improved new features. To increase the comfort of 
communication with friends and family, Facebook launched “Messager Rooms”. This product allows users 
to create virtual rooms where they can videochat, play games, watch streaming services and use filters. 
They can play with augmented reality effects like bunny ears and artificial intelligence effects like an 
immersive 360 background.  
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Lively experiences 
As events, such as concerts and festivals, have been cancelled, postponed or are unlikely to happen in a 
live format in the near future, companies are making the experience virtual. For example, Videochat’s 
platform HouseParty from Epic Games launched its official version in Spanish to enter the Latin American 
Market in May 2020. As part of their entry strategy, users could join a live festival through the platform 
that included performances from popular artists. 

Enhanced Collaboration
Without face-to-face interaction, communication, team collaboration and idea generation are heavily 
impacted. To combat this challenge, Microsoft teams will be launching Virtual Breakout Rooms to 
give moderators capabilities like assigning participants to smaller chat rooms in the platform. Google 
Classroom offers unique features for professors to connect with their students by creating classes, 
distributing assignments, grading coursework and sending feedback. 

While enhanced virtual communication is at the forefront of innovation in many countries due to the 
pandemic, it remains a challenge in emerging markets with limited internet access. Innovation must 
be inclusive of all with or without online usage. Some governments have experimented with alternate 
forms of technology, such as TV and radio, which are more accessible to emerging market consumers. For 
example, the program “Learn from Home” was launched in Mexico in March 2020 to bring educational 
content to kids on TV. 

Streaming as a social activity
New features are being added to improve the streaming platform experience. For example, Netflix Party 
works as an extension of Google Chrome and allows friends to gather virtually to watch Netflix content on 
their individual devices simultaneously. The extension comes with a chat room where users can connect 
and react to the program.  

While social gatherings restructure to the regulations of the pandemic, companies will likely continue to 
incorporate innovative features to bring intimacy and connection online. Simultaneously, digital financial 
services will need to develop new features for consumers’ comfort and security. 
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Digital financial services include transactions completed online or with a digital device. Over the past 
five years, payment technologies have grown in emerging markets. Global competitors, such as Samsung 
Pay and Apple Pay, are now available in countries like India, Brazil, Mexico, Vietnam and China. Despite 
growth, there are cultural nuances financial service providers must consider when developing new 
services in emerging economies. 

On average, the percentage of people with access to a bank account is lower in emerging markets than 
in developed countries. As digital financial services traditionally coexist with access to bank accounts, 
consumers in emerging markets demonstrate less interest in these services overall. 

Percentage of Banked Population (+15), 2019 

Source: Euromonitor International 

In many of these developing countries, cash is still the most utilised and often only method of payment 
as many street vendors and independent stores supply goods for local consumers. These merchants often 
enact low digital payment acceptance rates due to high usage fees, not wanting to familiarise themselves 
with a new process and a general lack of trust in digital payment services. 

Digital Financial Services
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Opportunities for digital financial service players 
in emerging markets
To overcome these barriers, financial players should implement services that do not require access to a 
bank account. For example, Kenya’s M-PESA allows peer-to-peer transactions and payments to third parties 
through a system similar to text messaging. While most of Kenya’s population is unbanked, they have one 
of the highest mobile-money penetration rates, according to Tech Crunch. In fact, M-PESA has 24.5 million 
customers in Kenya’s population of 53 million in 2020.

While financial inclusion remains a challenge in most emerging markets, many of those that are banked 
have been more open to new online financial services. The increasing product offerings by global 
competitors, like Apple Pay and Samsung, and local banking applications that spent a significant amount 
of resources in training both consumers and establishments on usage will benefit in the long run. 

Economic and health concerns push the 
adoption of digital financial services
The pandemic has positively influenced online financial service players in many ways. The fear of 
contracting the virus and World Health Organization recommendations encourage avoiding cash as many 
believe the disease can be transmitted through money. 

To match consumer attitudes, businesses like Paypal incorporate digital financial services like QR 
codes. Consumers can scan the code which then redirects them to an online app to pay. Additionally, 
various retailers allowed consumers to purchase online and then pick up in-store. These practices allow 
consumers and sellers to avoid close interaction. 

The worsening economic scenario promotes the use of online financial products that provide quick 
access to credit and lending. Players like Bien para Bien in Mexico allow consumers to access credit at a 
significantly lower interest rate than most banks. Additionally, Bien para Bien facilitates access to lending 
programmes to cover mortgage credit and access liquidity. 

Consumers will continue to seek online financial services that offer security and economic relief in the 
near future. The prevalence and growth of these products will depend on the ability of these services to 
offer tangible, long-lasting benefits to both businesses and consumers. 

As economic and health concerns continue, the avoidance of cash and need for financial support will 
increase the use of digital financial services for both the banked and unbanked population.  
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Over the past five years, the e-commerce sales channel in emerging markets grew by a CAGR of 30%. This 
growth represents a value increase of US$242 billion to reach a total of US$834 billion by the end of 2019. 
The first half of 2020 experienced a global boost in online sales, continuing this escalation.  

Internet Retailing Value per Year in Selected Emerging Markets 

Source: Euromonitor International from trade sources/national statistics 
Note: (1) Data refer to retail value RSP excluding sales tax. (2) Data are in constant terms, US$ fixed 2019 exchange rates
Note:  Emerging market economies cover 25 key countries which include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, 
Thailand, Turkey, the UAE, Ukraine, and Vietnam.

In emerging markets, the growth of e-commerce can be attributed to heightened speeds of internet 
penetration and consumer behaviour. Consumers demand convenience and desire the ability to easily 
compare product prices and qualities before purchasing. 

As a result, companies cannot afford to ignore the digital distribution channel and must prioritise 
e-commerce for retail strategy. Successful players will utilise omnichannel efforts like click-and-collect 
and last-mile delivery services. 
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In the latest consumer insights survey, Euromonitor asked if consumers anticipate changes in their 
shopping and spending. Over 60% of respondents claimed that they will likely increase online shopping 
and reduce in-store shopping in the medium and permanent term. 

Likeliness of Buying Products Online and In-store

Source: Euromonitor International COVID-19 Voice of the Industry Survey, April 2020
Q: How do you think consumers will change their shopping and spending behaviour as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic?
N=782
Countries included: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, India, Mexico, Peru, Poland, Vietnam

Many e-commerce players enter emerging markets as consumers continue to purchase online. Entrega.
li helps companies in Brasilian cities advertise their products and services, digitally connecting small 
businesses to local consumers. Mercalocal, an app launched by two Colombian influencers, aims to help 
Colombian vendors sell their products. 

As consumers spend more time at home, last-mile apps, such as Rappi and Uber Eats, are competing to 
match the demand for home delivery. Uber Eats is helping South Africans by delivering a range of essential 
items within an hour of ordering. 

Flipkart partnered with Vishal Mega Mart to deliver essential goods ordered online to homes in 26 cities 
in India. With the increase in digital purchasing and delivery distribution, emerging markets will have to 
ensure efficient transportation systems for e-commerce players to succeed. 
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According to Euromonitor International, 98% of population growth is predicted to take place in urban 
areas. By 2030, 60% of the world’s population will be urban. As a result, transport authorities and 
municipal governments will be tasked to deliver efficient methods of transportation as more businesses 
deliver their products to consumers’ homes. 

The lack of an efficient infrastructure could diminish or complicate the process to establish proper 
business operations for delivery services. To prevent these potential challenges, delivery networks are 
becoming more centralised, shifting their supply chains to focus on urban fulfilment strategies aiming to 
target the last mile. 

Some retailers pivoted to use ‘dark stores’ as localised fulfilment locations. In addition, store-to-store 
shipping and ship-from-store home delivery helped reach consumers faster. An increase in urban 
disposable income in emerging markets could add to the demand for delivery services. 

For instance, Romania, Malaysia and Vietnam represent a combined urban disposable income of over 
US$ 119 billion in absolute terms from 2014 to 2019. This increase of wealth can positively direct potential 
consumer expenditure to online shopping and virtual services. 

Last Mile Delivery
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Urban Disposable Income in Selected EMEs: 2014 / 2019

Source: Euromonitor International from trade sources/national statistics
Note: (1) Data refer to urban disposable income CAGR. (2) bubble represents the 2014 - 2019 absolute terms value growth in US$ million 
(2) Data are in constant terms,  US$ fixed 2019 exchange rates 
Note:  Emerging market economies cover 25 key countries which include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, 
Thailand, Turkey, the UAE, Ukraine, and Vietnam.

As consumers can rely heavily on e-commerce, a seamless omnichannel experience is key for retail growth. 
Consumers are likely to favour companies that give them a friendly in-app experience, as well as multiple 
options for receiving purchased products.  
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E-Commerce demands increase opportunities 
for delivery services 
While stay at home orders were in place, many consumers experienced an improvement in their online 
shopping experience. Upon purchase, consumers could expect to receive their products the same or next 
day. 

However, as demand continues to rise, legacy shippers may not have the capacity or network to deliver 
packages at the same rate. This presents an opportunity for startups to conquer the last mile delivery 
market. Retailers, small stores, foodservice restaurants and other businesses can connect using the 
crowdsource technology model which will, in turn, improve the customer experience. 

The last mile represents an incentive for many businesses to participate in this new wave of the digital 
world. The automatisation of the distribution and incorporation of new technologies will continue to 
make businesses more efficient and more connected to consumers.  
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A significant number of consumers who tried digital products and services during the pandemic are likely 
to keep relying on them in the future. As consumers continue to experience benefits like convenience and 
efficiency, they overcome important usage barriers like mistrust and unfamiliarity. 

Historically, emerging markets lagged in digital product and service adoption. However, these 
technologies have become essential to daily life during the pandemic. The digital industry has become 
attractive for investors and competitors trying to meet the rapidly growing demand. 

In order to enter this space successfully, there are factors specific to emerging markets that players should 
consider. Consumers in these markets want seamless, user-friendly and secure experiences as many may 
not be familiar with technology products. They desire training on service benefits and information on how 
their private and personal credentials will be used.  

Companies should keep costs low as many emerging market consumers transition away from cash. The 
benefit of digital financial services must be evident as many may be of the unbanked population. Small 
business owners will also be conscious of costs when incorporating digital payments platforms into their 
services. 

As consumer demand continues to rise amongst digital services, digital financial services, e-commerce and 
delivery systems, digital behaviours become essential to consumers’ daily lives. Now more than ever, there 
is room for innovative growth and business opportunity in emerging markets. 

Conclusion
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